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About This Game

Carrotting Brain is a bunny-propelled indie game. It is inspired by the old-school 2D classics – their addictive gameplay,
uncompromising brutality, and ludicrous humour. It is designed to be played together with your friends on a big screen. The
gameplay is powered by modern technologies and original ideas. A thrilling experience is delivered by realistic physics, cool

game modes, and a wide range of deadly weapons.

Key Features

You play with innocent bunnies, but give them a weapon, and they will turn into evil creatures.

Explosions destroy the terrain (a resemblance to a popular worm-focused game is apparent). However, the technology
behind the destruction is truly nontrivial.

Physics is so realistic that it can easily kill your rabbit.

There are destructible planets with gravity – waiting to be bunnihilated.

The arsenal of weapons gives you a wide variety of ways to devastate your enemy using blunts, blades, pistols, SMGs,
shotguns, rifles, machine guns, sniper rifles, grenades, rockets, and the gravity gun.

Firearms have pretty realistic ballistics.
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The split-screen multiplayer supports up to 6 players. Use a controller or a keyboard to play with your rabbit.

The game is continuously updated and expanded. The complete list of planned/finished features can be found on our 
website.

The World of Rabbits

In a world dominated by rabbits, carrots have always been the most valued treasure. These vegetables are more desirable than
gold because they are tasty. But for rabbits, they are even addictive and worth killing for. The more they gobble, the more they

corrupt. The overdose of carrots is the reason their little brains are rotting... carrotting! It is a story about the terrible disease that
turns cute and innocent bunnies into ruthlessly evil creatures. Their violence is second to none. They are clumsy but still capable

of sophisticated weapons and science in a battle against their rivals. Their rampageous greed pushes them to raid space and
bunnihilate planets just to hunt down more and more carrots. Their reason is malfunctioning, but they are still able to

accomplish the venture. It’s truly ridiculous.

Become a bunny, become the destroyer of worlds in the chase for carrots!
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This game has potential (but actually only at the current price with 40% off, ~4,99\u20ac), if you like to enjoy pleasent mood
and just listen to a story while walking through a nice scenery. It has decent coherent graphics and pleasant music. Unfortunately
currently this is all ruined by amateurish programming and bad sound mixing.

Problem#1: Don't ever press Escape! They might have added a new pause menu to avoid that players unintentionally leave the
game to the main menu by just pressing Escape and so have to restart it as there is no save feature, but it doesn't have a resume
button so you anyways have to click on Exit and still end up in the title menu.

Problem#2: Opening this mentioned pause menu once by pressing Escape will break every input and to make it even better you
can even open it during the splash screens. All you can do then is operating the title menu but then you will end up in a nice
screen saver that you can only close with Alt+F4.

Problem#3: First when you click New Game you'll be greeted by a loud noise that sounds like a heavy door being smashed shut,
pretty much painful for headphone users. Then there is the main point of the game, the protagonist telling the story, but I can
barely understand what he is saying under the sound of rain and the music. I have been setting my equalizer settings to flat and
trying find the frequency range of the voice actors voice to simply increase it, all to no success.

Problem#4: When the protagonist is talking, there is always this large block of 5-6 lines of subtitles on the bottom of the screen.
I don't want read them, I actually would like to listen to the voice actor (and understand him) and to have a look at the scenery.
This large block of text is killing so much mood and there is no way to disable it.

I will change this review if this game does ever get enjoyable within the next ten days, otherwise I will refund it and let this
review stay.
Deadline is over and I got my refund, zero reaction by the developers to my feedback in the forum.. Real Talk: It's fine. It's
decent, it's Homefront streamlined. This game clearly wants to be good, and has an interesting premise and concept. But the
sound effects are awful, each character is very similar due to the brain dead controls. It has potential though.. This game is cool,
simple and time killing, also even a slower PC can play it with no sweat! I reccomand it for everyone! :). Played this some on
Switch, since I got it for like $1 there. Forgot why I hadn't continued it on Steam.

Got to the third level as a blue life-form, started the Spiky Rivers objective (a requirement).

After about 20 failures, I want my money back. That's right. I hate it so much I want my $1 back. ♥♥♥♥ this poorly-
developed♥♥♥♥♥♥show. How do you fail developing the difficulty curve three levels in? Not even worth starting over.. I've
not played it nearly as much as I should have, but it's a wonderful, very personal city builder. It operates on a relatively small
scale that helps you understand the settlement's workings without a barrage of information and clutter, but also puts you in touch
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with your little Egyptian dudes. I'm no expert on the genre, but I've never gotten a better sense of a living, breathing place than I
have in Children of the Nile.. I enjoy this game. It lived up to the potential of the first game, Princess Remedy in a World of
Hurt, and it was worth the wait. I highly recommend this game. You get to date characters in the game and they help you with
power-ups, special attacks, etc.
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It's a neat experience, and cheap. Extremely short, and in need of some polish. Probably best if you want to demo the Vive to
your friends. The sense of presence is excellent since it renders your body in approximately the same position as it is in real life.
If you like VR for the sake of VR, it's worth picking up.. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA. I enjoy puzzle games of all
kinds, I especially have a soft spot for those with simple design mechanics, Micron definitely fits this criteria, however, for
it's price I can't recommend it.

The gameplay is incredibly simple, it's a "bullet redirector", bounce incoming bullets off of strategically placed
mirrors to get them to your desired location or to hit particular switches in a certain order which opens up the exit
door. Very simple mechanics indeed, but the levels are all incredibly easy offering no real challenge, aside from a small
handful (let's say 10). I managed to complete all the stock levels (including the 12 bonus missions) in less than two
hours.

Micron is a decent game, but has very little to offer for it's price tag. Buy it during a sale for a quick puzzle fix,
otherwise, I'd advise looking elsewhere this time.. I've played this game since it was on Kongregate with minimal
graphics. I'm so glad to see this fun little game made with such beautiful graphics. It definately has a lot of replay
value as a quick 10-15 minute game (or 5 minutes if you don't do so well) The major pro and con to this game is the
same: It's short. You get a full game out of it, but each game really is short. Thankfully, the developers decided to put
in custom battles which I have yet to try, but it is a new feature that looks like it adds more life to the game. Definately
worth $5 and I'm glad to support an indie developer!. You end up thrown in a well and left to die "To Be Continued".
Fsck that!. Fun puzzle \/ platformer. 3-5 hrs of levels, depending on how meticulous you are.. So far so good. Exactly
what I was expecting for a Tetris game on VR. The dev team seems to be quick and effective to respond on issues (it's
early access so I don't mind issues). If you are a Tetris fan give this game a shot, it will only get better with time and
feedbacks. Affordable enjoyable game with good ambiance (I love how the floor and the background synch with the
music and all).

Also 40% promotion on release ? alright.
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